
With all the doom and gloom circulating these days, it's 
refreshing and welcome to come across an article that 
lifts ones’ heart with a story of optimism and hope. Such 
a story can be found <here> in Deutsche Welle, 
Germany's national media, where a 113 year old 
Spanish women (yes, as in a century plus a decade plus 
three years) survived the Coronavirus and is doing fine. 
Now, I’m of two minds as to which part of this is more 
extraordinary -the part where she has lived long enough 
to reach her teenage years a second time, or that she’s 
113 and had an immune system healthy enough to 
survive CV-19. Science fiction stuff, yet both remarkable 
and true. Oh, and she survived the 1918 Spanish Flu 
pandemic too -a mere detail that doesn't escape notice. 
My favourite part is where she speaks of being “very 
bored” while isolating in her room, suggesting that 
despite outliving even the giant tortoises on the 
Galapagos, she had things to do and places to go. She 
stands as a living testament to humanity’s indomitable 
will to survive.  

Being a 113 years old means that she was born in 1907, in an era that saw human flight just three years 
earlier when the Wright brothers launched off Kill Devils Hill in Kitty Hawk North Carolina. A time where a 
young Albert Einstein’s formulated of the Theory of Relativity. 1907 was the year that Montreal won the 
Stanley Cup -the Montreal Wanderers that is, where God Save the King was still sung in Canadian 
classrooms, and where Russia and Japan were at war with each other. In 1907 radio was still a decade away 
from commercial use, houses didn't come with electricity, the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan had 
been just carved out of the Northwest Territories and the disposable razor was invented by King Camp 
Gillette (I checked, and that was his first and middle name by the way). The year before she was born San 
Francisco suffered a devastating earthquake that levelled the city -just another catastrophic natural disaster 
she survived- and Spain where she emigrated to in 1915, was in the middle of the First World War and 
suffering food riots due to shortages. 

But she persevered. And so will we. So to Maria Branyas the 113 year old woman who stands as a living 
testament to steadfast, resolute determination that life will go on no matter what is happening, I say thank 
you. Happy Birthday and to many more!

Be safe, be well!
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https://www.dw.com/en/spain-113-year-old-woman-beats-coronavirus/a-53417967

